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A toilet flange is also know as closet flange is device that used to connects the toilet to drain pipe. It
is an important part of a toilet. Without a flange, the toilet will be leaking, wobbling and can makes
hazardous sewer gases entering your house. If it doesn't replaced immediately, it also can damage
the bathroom floor. When you notice the water came from the bottom of your toilet, it means the
toilet flange needs to be replace.

Types of Toilet Flange

Generally there several kinds of toilet flange you can find. ABS or PVC material are commonly used
as a closet flange. But yet, there additionally several other kinds of closet flange out there; for
example, cast iron flange that is accessible in a number of types, such as 2-inch deep closet flange
for both 3-inch along with 4-inch drainpipes. And also another one is brass flange that is available in
several various forms, such as normal type, offset type and deep seal type. A brass flange is
popular in toilet system today because it stronger then the other types of flanges.

Toilet Flange Extensions

When installing the toilet, there are additional toilet flange plug-ins which regularly used such as:

Toilet Flange Extender - A device which located over the toilet flange itself to provide it an extra
height. That device is usually called closet flange extender (extension) that has rounded shape in
most cases created from plastic material or even some other materials for example metal. The size
of the extender needs to be the identical to the toilet flange. Usually, this extender has several holes
to secure the toilet flange mounting bolts.

Toilet Flange Offset - A unit which is used to solve the problem when the toilet if the drain pipe is
pretty near the wall.So, it is often used move the toilet a far away from the wall.

Toilet Flange Gasket - A unit which enables you to seal the floor properly. Besides prevent leaking,
it also used to avoid sewer gasses getting into the house.

Toilet Flange Ring - A unit with has round shape like a ring. This unit has the same function as toilet
flange gasket that is prevents leaking.

Installation/

Installing a toilet flange can be done without calling some help from a plumbing service. All we
should do is to learn the proper way and some basic knowledge so that we can do it correctly. The
first step is to turn off the water supply and empty the bowl of water and tank. The other thing you
should do is to ensure that the supply line has been disconnected from the toilet. The next step is to
get the anchor nuts unscrewed. After doing this step, you can remove the old toilet flange and
replace it with a new one.
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Joe Grogan - About Author:
Because a a closet flange becomes an important part of a toilet, make sure you have install it under
your toilet. You can read a toilet flange installation instructions for more details.
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